Tennis Match Results  

Purdue vs Nebraska  

March 31, 2019 at Lincoln, Neb.  
(Dillon Tennis Center)  

Purdue 4, Nebraska 3  

**Singles competition**  
1. Silvia Ambrosio (PUR_W) def. Vasanti Shinde (NEB) 7-6 (7-3), 6-4  
2. Claire Reifeis (NEB) def. Ena Babic (PUR_W) 6-0, 2-6, 6-0  
3. Seira Shimizu (PUR_W) def. Jeannie Lozowski (NEB) 6-2, 6-2  
4. Marina Cozac (NEB) def. Caitlin Calkins (PUR_W) 6-2, 5-7, 7-6 (7-2)  
5. Alex Sabe (PUR_W) def. Jessica Aragon (NEB) 6-4, 6-2  
6. Zala Dovnik (PUR_W) def. Hayley Haakenstad (NEB) 3-6, 7-6 (8-6), 6-4  

**Doubles competition**  
1. Marina Cozac/Vasanti Shinde (NEB) vs. Silvia Ambrosio/Amina Mukhametshina (PUR_W) 3-4, unfinished  
2. Claire Reifeis/Jessica Aragon (NEB) def. Caitlin Calkins/Ena Babic (PUR_W) 6-3  
3. Hayley Haakenstad/Jeannie Lozowski (NEB) def. Zala Dovnik/Seira Shimizu (PUR_W) 6-1  

Match Notes:  
Purdue 6-11  
Nebraska 8-14  
Order of finish: Doubles (3,2); Singles (3,2,5,1,6,4)  
T-3:34  A-45